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Abstract: Classroom observation is an effective way to improve classroom quality. However, most of the tools used in the

current classroom observation research are universal, which can not highlight the characteristics of the discipline, not to

mention the classroom observation based on key competence. The development of classroom observation scale based on the

development of students’ core literacy can promote the development of teachers’ professional development and students’

core literacy simultaneously.
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1. Introduction
With the proceeding of the educational reform in China, EFL learning now is focusing more on the text contents than

the language structures that are likely to be achieved in abundant reading activities (Wang, 2017). In 2018, the Ministry of

Education (2018) released the latest National English Curriculum Standards (NECS) for Senior High School, which noted

English reading as an crucial way to cultivate students’ key competencies of English subject. And classroom questioning and

corrective feedback are indispensable means in teachers’ daily English teaching. Classroom observation is an effective way

to class quality enhancement, which can promote students’ learning and teacher’s professional development validly. The

observation scheme can provide a framework for classroom teaching, improve the accuracy of after-school feedback and

promote teachers’ theoretical literacy and awaken their awareness of professional development. Therefore, a well-designed

English classroom observation scheme for teacher questioning and corrective feedback can comprehend how the essence of

teacher questioning and corrective feedback help students’ effective learning and cultivate their thinking quality.

2. Observation Scheme Design
The English observation scheme in China is often made with reference to the general class observation scale (Cui,

2012). However, English teaching has its own characteristics. Therefore, it is fairly necessary to develop an observation

scheme suitable for English classroom. In this article, the author tries to construct an observation scheme for teacher

questioning and corrective feedback in English reading class. The following describes in details the establishment of the

observation scheme (OS). Table 1.1 and Table 1.2 are observation scheme for teacher questioning. Table 2.1, Table 2.2 and

Table 2.3 are observation scheme for corrective feedback.
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That is the observation scheme for teacher questioning. How to observe and take notes are clearly shown in the above

table. For question types, An Fuyong (2014) divided teacher questioning from the perspective of psychology into three

categories: cognitive, emotional and behavioral types. Among them, there are five cognitive categories: factual description,

thinking judgment, imaginary, cognitive strategy and affirmative. Personal information, personal feelings and humorous

questioning are included in emotional types. Behavior questions are mainly classroom management questions. Still, the

author adds other questioning type in case there are other types of questions in the classroom. In this article, the author

mainly draws lessons from An Fuyong’s classification.

3. Conclusion
This paper aims at developing a credible and practical observation tool for teacher questioning and corrective feedback

for high school English reading lesson under the core competence. An observation scheme actually requires repeated tests

and revision. Due to the time limit, this paper mainly shows solicitude to the designing process of the OS theoretically, the
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practice about whether the OS successfully functions as promotion to implement the core competence and teachers’

professional development still absent. This part requires a long-term controlled trial.
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